Impairments in the ability to recollect specific details of personally experienced events are one of the main 23 cognitive changes associated with aging. Cognitive training can improve older adults' recollection. However, 24 little is currently known regarding the neural correlates of these training-related changes in recollection.
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The ability to accurately retrieve memories of personally experi- 
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To date, the relationship between cognitive training-related in- 
data. An Apple Power Macintosh G4 computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA) for the words studied during intentional encoding was assessed using
247
Remember/Know/New recognition memory decisions (Tulving, 1985) 248 during three fMRI scans (fMRI and behavioral data from three subse-249 quent abstract/concrete task retrieval scans are not presented here).
250
The retrieval scans consisted of a total of 80 old words, 80 new words,
251
and 80 fixation plus sign trials presented in pseudorandom order so 252 that every trial type was equally likely to be preceded and followed by 253 every other trial type (Buckner et al., 1998 were recorded using a magnet-compatible fiber-optic keypress device. to make a New response. During the pre-and posttraining fMRI sessions, older adults' brain activity was measured during encoding (intentional encoding and abstract/concrete tasks) and retrieval (Remember/Know/New task) of single words. Immediately after leaving the MRI scanner, their self-initiated encoding strategy use during intentional encoding was assessed using a strategy questionnaire. Older adults were taught to use three semantic encoding strategies to intentionally encode words (pleasantness, personal relevance, and sentence generation) during two strategy training sessions. They were given extensive practice using each of these strategies individually. In addition, they were given the opportunity to practice using whichever semantic encoding strategy, or combination of semantic encoding strategies, they felt worked best for them at the end of each strategy training session.
Adapted from Kirchhoff et al. (2012) with permission from Oxford University Press.
Self-initiated encoding strategy questionnaire (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = usually, and 5 = always). 
analyses between training-related changes (posttraining minus pre- (Table 1) . Taken together, these results
481
suggest that semantic encoding strategy training selectively im-
482
proved recollection of intentionally encoded words in the older adults 483 whose hippocampal activity during retrieval is analyzed in this paper.
484
This result is consistent with the memory retrieval findings in the 485 larger older adult cohort in our prior paper (Kirchhoff et al., 2012) . The relationship between training-related changes in recollection 504 and activity for old words during retrieval throughout the brain was 
also examined using a whole-brain exploratory correlation analysis. hypothesis-driven Remember Hits analysis (Fig. 2) , and the left and 534 right hippocampal regions identified in the whole-brain exploratory
535
Remember Hits analysis (Fig. 3) . Training-related changes in Know
536
Hits and brain activity were not significantly correlated in the left Note. BA = Brodmann's area; x y z (mm) = location of activation peak in Talairach coordinates; z = z score of peak voxel. t2:18
While training-related changes in hippocampal activity during re- 
they used) to constrain retrieval and facilitate recollection (i.e., source 
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In conclusion, the results of the data analyses conducted in this 680 paper suggest that the hippocampus can support cognitive training-681 related improvements in older adults' recollection memory. They also 682 suggest that age differences in cognitive processing during encoding 683 may play an important role in age differences in recollection and hippo-684 campal activity during retrieval. Furthermore, this study demonstrates 685 that training-related changes in older adults' cognitive processing dur- 
